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PHYSICAL LAYER SYSTEM WITH SUPPORT FOR MULTIPLE ACTIVE

WORK ORDERS AND/OR MULTIPLE ACTIVE TECHNICIANS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[00 This application claims the benefit of United States Provisional Patent

Application Serial No. 61/873,610, filed on September 4, 2013, which is hereby

incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

[0002] One common use of a physical layer management (PLM) system is to guide a

technician in moving, adding, or changing a connection made at a patch panel or other

device where connections are made using cables. This is commonly done as a part of

a larger "work order" that includes one or more steps.

[0003] n one common implementation, the patch panel includes a light emitting

diode for each port of the patch panel and a controller that interacts with a remotely

located management system. To guide a technician in performing a step of a work

order that affects particular port of the patch panel, the management system can

illuminate (or otherwise actuate) the light emitting diode that is associated with that

port in order to visually identify the port for the technician. This is done to assist the

technician in locating the correct port. That is, the light emitting diode is used to

provide a visual indication of the affected port.

[0004] Such systems are typically designed to be used to guide a single technician in

performing a single work order at a time. That is, such systems are no designed to

guide multiple technicians in performing multiple work orders.

SUMMARY

[0005] One embodiment is directed to a system comprising a device that includes a

plurality of ports to which cables can be attached and a plurality of visual indicators,

each of which is configured to provide multiple visu indications. The system further

comprises a management system communicatively coupled to the device, wherein the

management system is confi gmed to control the visual indicators. The management

system is configured to cause the device to provide multiple visual indications at the

device, each of the multiple visual indications being provided in connection with a



- -

respective work order that involves a respective connection using the device. The

system is configured to provide the multiple visual indications simultaneously for at

least a part of the time each of the multiple visual indications is provided.

[0006] n one implementation, the system further comprises a first portable device

configured to execute a first work order application that displays information about

the first work order, and a second portable device configured to execute a second

work order application ha displays information about the second work order. The

system is configured to provide the first and second visual indicators simultaneously

for at east a part of the time the first visual indication is provided and for at feast a

part of the time the second visual indication is provided by doing the following:

having he first visual indication differ from the second visual indication, in

connection with displaying information about the first work order on the first portable

device, displaying on the first portable device what the first visual indication looks

like, and, in connection with displaying information about the second work order on

the second portable device, displaying on the second portable device what the second

visual indication looks like.

[0007] Another embodiment is directed to a method performed using a device

comprising a plurality of ports to which cables can be attached and a plurality of

visual indicators, each of which is configured to provide multiple visual indications.

The method comprises providing a first visual indication at the device in connection

with a first work order, wherein the first work order involves a first connection using

the device, and providing a second visual indication at the device in connection with a

second wo k order, wherein the second work order involves a second connection

using the device. The first visual indication and the second visual indication are

provided simultaneously for at least a part of the time the first visual indication is

provided and for at least a part of the time the second visual indication is provided.

[0008] In one implementation, the first visual indication differs from the second

visual indication. The method further comprises displaying what the first visual

indication looks like on a first portable device configured to display information about

the first work order, and displaying what the second visual indication looks like on a

second portable device configured to display information about the second work

order.



[0009] Another embodiment is directed to a device that comprises a plurality of

ports to attach communication cables to the device and a plurality of visual indicators,

each of the plurality of visual indicators configured to provide multiple visual

indications. The device is configured to provide a first visual indication at the device

in connection with a first work order. The first work order involves a first connection

using the device. The device is configured to provide a second visual indication at the

device in connection with a second work order. The second work order involves a

second connection using the device. The first visual indication and the second visual

indication are provided simultaneously for at least a part of the time the first visual

indication is provided and for at least a part of the time the second visual indication is

provided.

[00 ] Another embodiment is directed to a program product tangibly stored on a

non-transitory storage medium comprising instructions operable to cause at least one

programmable processor to communicate with a device to cause the device to provide

a first visual indication at the device in connection with a first work order. The device

comprises a plurality of ports to which cables can be attached and a plurality of visual

indicators, each of which is configured to provide multiple visual indications. The

first work order involves first connection using the device. The program product

comprises instructions further operable to cause the programmable processor to

communicate with the device to cause the device to provide a second visual indication

at the device in connection with a second work order. The second work order

involves a second connection using the device. The first visual indication and the

second visual indication are provided simultaneously for at least a part of the time the

first visual indication is provided and for at least a part of the time the second visual

indication is provided.

DRAWINGS

[001 ] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of one exemplary embodiment of a physical layer

management system.

[0012] FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of one exemplary embodiment of a method of

providing multiple visual indications at a managed device simultaneously in

connection with multiple active work orders.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of one exemplary embodiment of system 100. The

system 00 is also referred to here as a "physical layer management" (PLM) system

00.

[0 4] In the exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. , the PLM system 00 is used

to guide technicians in moving, adding, or changing connections made in a network

02. The PLM system 0 can also be used to track physical layer information

related to the network 02. As used herein, "physical layer information" comprises

information about the cabling, connections, and communication links that exist in the

network 102.

[00 5] In the exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the network 2 includes

various network elements or devices to which cables are connected. In the exemplary

embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the network 2 includes a managed network element

or device 04 that includes a plurality of ports 6 to which cables 8 can be

attached.

[00 6] More specifically, in the exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the

managed device 4 comprises a patch panel (and is also referred to here as

"managed patch panel" 4) The managed patch panel 04 is described here, in this

exemplary embodiment, as being designed for use with copper twisted-pair CAT-5, 6,

and 7 cables typically used to implement ETHERNET local area networks. The

management device can be implemented in other ways (for example, as an optical

distribution frame, splitter tray, switch, router, etc.). Also, the managed device 104

can be implemented for use with other types of cables (for example, other types of

copper cables or fiber optic cables).

[0017] The managed device 104 includes a controller or other programmable

processor 1 0 that is configured to communicate with a management system 112. over

the network 102. The managed device 104 also includes a network interface for

communicatively coupling the managed device 4 (more specifically, the controller

10) to the network 2 and, ultimately, the management system 112. In the example

shown in FIG. , the controller 0 and the network interface 1 are

communicatively coupled to the network 02 and the management system 2 by



including a respective "management" or "non-service" port 4 in the managed

device 1 4 The management port 1 4 is separate from the "serv ice" ports 6 of that

device 104. However, the controller 1 0 in the managed device 4 can he

communicatively coupled to the network 02 using one or more of the "sendee" ports

1 6.

[00 8] The managed device 4 includes one or more visual indicators 18 that are

associated with each service port 6 of the managed device 104. In this exemplary

embodiment, each visual indicator 8 is implemented using a light emitting diode

(LED). Each LED 8 is coupled to the controller 110 in the managed device 04 so

that the controller 0 (more specifically, the software executing on the controller

10) can control the LED 18.

[0 ] In this example, the managed device 04 is configured so thai each LED 18

can provide multiple visual indications. These multiple visual indications can be

provided by having each LED 11 display multiple colors, blink at multiple rates,

and/or blink in multiple patterns. Multiple visual indications can be provided in other

ways

[0020] A visual indication is provided in order to assist a technician in locating the

associated service port 6 of the managed device 104.

[00 In this example, the managed device 04 also includes, for each of the service

ports 16, a storage device interface 120 that is configured so that, when a cable 108

is attached to that port 6, information can be read from any storage device 22

attached to the cable 1 8 by the controller and communicated to the management

system 12, which stores and/or updates information in a database or other data store

3 maintained by the management system 112.

[0022] In one example, each storage device interface 0 comprises a contact-based

storage device interface that is configured for use in reading information from an

Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM) attached to each

cable. In another example, each storage device interface 120 comprises radio

frequency identifier (RFID) interface that is configured for use in reading information

from an RFID tag attached to a cable 08. That is, in such an RFID example, contact-



less interfaces are used for reading information from the storage devices 122 attached

to the cables 108 and each storage device 2 is implemented using an F D ag.

[0023J The managed device 104 can also include a plurality of presence sensors,

each of which is configured for use in determining if a cable is attached to one of the

service ports . Such presence sensors can be used in connection with the storage

device interface 120 described above (for example, to determine when a cable 108 has

been connected to a service port 16 and/or to determine if a cable 108 that does not

have a storage device 122 attached to it has been connected to a service port 16).

Also, such presence sensors can be used to infer information about connections made

using the managed device 1 4 instead of or in addition to using information read from

storage devices 122 attached to cables 108.

[002.4] Power can be supplied to the active components of the managed device 104

in various ways (for example, by connecting the managed patch panel 04 to the

standard AC power grid, using Power-Over-Ethernet technology, or in other ways).

[0025] In the exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the management system 2

is implemented as software that executes on one or more computers 4.

[0026] In the exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 1, each computer 24 comprises

one or more programmable processors 126 for executing the software. The software

comprises program instructions that are stored (or otherwise embodied) on or in an

appropriate non-transitory storage medium or media 128 (such as flash or other non

volatile memory, magnetic disc drives, and/or optical disc drives) from which at least

a portion of the program instructions are read by the programmable processor 126 for

execution thereby. Although the storage media 28 is shown in FIG. 1 as being

included in, and local to, the respective computer 24, it is to be understood that

remote storage media (for example, storage media that is accessible over the network

102) and/or removable media can also be used. Each computer 124 also includes

memory 3 for storing the program instructions (and any related data) during

execution by the programmable processor 6. Memory 30 comprises, in one

implementation, any suitable form of random access memory (RAM) now known or

later developed, such as dynamic random access memory (DRAM). In other

embodiments, other types of memory are used. Each computer 24 a so includes one



or more network interfaces 32 for communicatively coupling the computer 124 to

the network 02.

[0027 In the example shown in FIG. 1, the management system 112. further includes

an electronic work order application 134. The electronic work application 134 is used

to construct electromc work orders 136 Each electronic work 136 specifies one or

more steps that are to be carried out by a technician at a particular location. For

example, an electronic work order 36 can indicate that one or more connections

implemented using the service ports 116 of the managed device 4 should be added,

removed, and/or changed. For steps that involve adding, removing, and/or changing

connections made at the service ports 16 of the managed device 04, the information

that is read from the associated storage devices 122 and communicated to the

management system 2 can be used by the electronic work order application 34 to

verify that the specified connection has been added, removed, and/or changed

correctly.

[0028] As described in more detail below, the visual indicators 1 8 associated with

the service ports 16 of the managed device 4 can be actuated in order o guide a

technician in carrying out the steps of electronic work orders 136.

[0029] In this example, each electronic work order 36 is communicated o a

portable device 138 that is earned by a technician that has been assigned to carry out

that electronic work order 36. In this example, the portable device 38 is

implemented using smartphone (and is also referred to here as smartphone 38).

However, it is to be understood that each portable device 38 can be implemented in

other ways (for example, using tablet computers, laptop computers, or similar

devices).

[0030] In this example, each smartphone 38 is configitred to execute a mobile

application 140. The mobile application 40 is configured to communicate with the

electronic work order application 134 and the management system 1 . and to receive

the electronic work orders 1 6. The mobile application 40 comprises program

instructions that are stored (or otherwise embodied) on or in an appropriate non-

transitory storage medium or media from which at least a portion of the program



inslructions are read by at least one programmable processor included in the

sm artphone 138 for execution thereby.

[003 Each electronic work order 136 can be communicated wirelessly to the

smartphone 38 over the Internet (for example, via a cellular or wireless local area

network to which the smartphone 138 is wirelessly connected). Each electronic work

order 136 can also be communicated to the smartphone 138 in other ways (for

example, using a wired connection with the smartphone 138).

[0032] In the exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. I , the system 0 is configured

to support multiple active work orders 36 and multiple technicians working at the

device 104 at the same time. The example shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 is described as

involving two active work orders 36 and two portable devices 138; however, it is to

be understood tha this is merely exemplary, and tha different numbers of multiple

active work orders and portable devices 138 can be used.

[0033] The management system 2 and managed device 04 are configured so tha

multiple visual indications can be provided at the managed device 04 at the same

time using the visual indicators 1 8 in connection with multiple work orders 36.

[0034] Each of the multiple visual indications is provided in a different way from the

other visual indications that are provided at the same time (for example, by having the

associated LED 18 be illuminated using a different color, a different blinking rate,

and/or different blinking pattern). Each visual indication is provided in connection

with a different work order 36.

[0035] A technician that is performing a given work order 136 uses the mobile

application 40 executing on a smartphone 138 to help the technician perform the

work order 136. The mobile application 140 and the management system 2 are

configured so that when a visual indication is provided at the managed device 104, the

mobile application 0 displays on the smartphone 138 what that particular visual

indication looks like (for example, by displaying on the smartphone 138 an image 4

that shows the color, blink rate, and blink pattern that is used to provide that visual

indication). In this way, the technician is able to determine which visual indication is

associated with the work order 36 that the technician is performing at that time. As a

result, multiple technicians are able to work on multiple active work orders 136 at the



same time at a given managed device 104, with multiple visual indications being

provided simultaneously at the managed device 104.

[0036J FIG 2 is a flo diagram of one exemplary embodiment of a method 200 of

providing multiple visual indications at a managed device simultaneously in

connection with multiple active work orders. The exemplary embodiment of method

200 shown in FIG. 2 is described here as being implemented using the system 100

shown in FIG. 1, though it is to be understood that other embodiments can be

implemented in other ways. Moreover, the blocks of the flow diagram shown in FIG.

2 have been arranged for ease of explanation; however, it to be understood that this

arrangement is merely exemplary, and it should be recognized that the processing

associated with method 2.00 (and the blocks shown in FIG. 2) can occur in any order

(for example, using standard event-driven programming techniques).

[0037] Moreover, as noted above the example shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 is described

as mvolvmg two active work orders 36 and two portable devices 38; however, it is

to be understood that this is merely exemplary, and that different numbers of multiple

active work orders and portable devices 138 can be used.

[0038] Method 200 comprises providing a first visual indication 7 (shown in FIG.

1) at the managed device 04 in connection with a first work order 36 (block 202)

and providing a second visual indication 9 (shown in FIG. I) at the managed device

04 in connection with a second work order (block 204).

[0039] The first work order involves a first connection using the managed device

04 (for example, involving a first service port 6 of the managed device 104), and

the second work order involves a second connection using the managed device 04

(for example, involving a second service port of the managed device 104).

[0040] The first visual indication 7 and the second i indication 9 are

provided simultaneously for at feast a part of the time the first visual indication 1 7 is

provided and for at least a part of the time the second visual indication 9 is

provided.

[004 Each of the first and second electronic work orders 136, in this example, is

communicated to the mobile application 40 executing on the respective smartphone



138 used by the technician that is assigned to perform that electronic work order 136.

Each electronic work order 36 can be wireiesslv communicated from the electronic

work order application 4 to the respective smartphone 8 (for example, using a

cellular or wireless local area network communication ink) or using a wired

connection to the Internet, a local area network, or a direct connection between the

smartphone 38 and the computer 12.4 on which the electronic work order application

34 executes

[0042] After each of the fsrst and second electronic work orders 136 has been

downloaded to the mobile application 40 on the respective smartphone 38, the

relevant technician can use the mobile application 40 to view the electronic work

order 36 and the steps included in the electronic work order 136. After the

technicians have travelled to the location where the managed device 104 is installed,

the technicians can use the mobile application 40 execirting on the smartphones 138

to assist the technicians in carrying out the steps in the work orders 136.

[0043] In this example, the management system 2 controls the providing of the

first and second visual indications 1 7 and 19. To provide the first visual indication

7 at the managed device 04, the management system 2 sends a message to the

controller 0 in the managed device 4 indicating that the relevant LED 8 in the

managed device 4 associated with the relevant step of the first work order (for

example, an LED 8 associated with a service port 6 affected by that step) should

be illuminated in a particular manner (for example, should be illuminated using a

particular color, blink rate, and/or blink pattern). Likewise, to provide the second

visual indication 1 9 at the managed device 4, the management system 2 sends a

message to the controller in the managed device 04 indicating that the relevant

LED 18 in the managed device 1 4 associated with the relevant step of the second

work order (for example, an LED 8 associated with a service port 6 affected by

that step) should be illuminated in a particular manner (for example, should be

illuminated using a particular color, blink rate, and/or blink pattern).

[0044] In this example, the first visual indication 7 differs from the second visual

indication 1 .



[0045] The method 200 further comprises displaying what the first visual indication

17 looks like on a first portable device 138 configured to display information about

the first work order 136 (block 206) and displaying what the second visual indication

9 looks like on a second portable device 38 configured to display information

about the second work order 136 (block 208).

[0046] As noted above, in this example, the first and second portable devices 38 are

implemented using first and second smartphones 38 (though the portable devices

38 can be implemented in other ways)

[0047] In this example, the management system 2 is communicatively coupled to

the firs and second smartphones 38 and is configured to control the displaying of

information about the first work order 136 on the first smartphone 38 and the

displaying of information about the second work order 36 on the second smartphone

38 by sending appropriate messages to the smartphones 138 (and the mobile

applications 40 executing thereon).

[0048] In this example, the mobile application 0 executing on the first smartphone

138 displays on the first smartphone 38 what the first visual indication 7 looks like

(for example, by displaying on that smartphone 138 an image that shows the color,

blink rate, and blink pattern that is used to provide the first visual indication 17).

Likewise, in this example, the mobile application 40 executing on the second

smartphone 38 displays on the second smartphone 138 what the second visual

indication 9 looks like (for example, by displaying on that smartphone 38 an

image 142 that shows the color, blink rate, and blink pattern that is used to provide the

second visual indication 19). One example how this done is shown in FIG. .

[0049] m this way, each technician is able to determine which visual indication is

associated with the particular work order 36 that the technician is performing at that

time. As a result, multiple technicians are able to work on multiple active work

orders 6 at the same time a a given managed device 04, with multiple visual

indications being provided simultaneously a the managed device 104.

[0050] A number of embodiments have been described. Nevertheless, it wi l be

understood that various modifications to the described embodiments may be made

without departing from the spirit and scope of the claimed invention.



EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[005 Example 1 includes a system comprising: a device thai comprises: plurality

of ports to which cables can be attached; and a plurality of visual indicators, each of

which is configured to provide multiple visual indications; wherein the system further

comprises a management system communicatively coupled to the device, wherein the

management system is configured to control the visual indicators; wherein the

management system is configured to cause the device to provide multiple visual

indications at the device, each of the multiple visual indications being provided in

connection with a respective work order that involves a respective connection using

the device; wherein the system is configured to provide the multiple visual indications

simultaneously for at least a part of the time each of the multiple visual indications is

provided.

[0052] Example 2 includes the system of Example 1, further comprising: multiple

portables devices, each of the multiple portable devices configured to execute a

respective work order application that displays information about a respective work

orders; and wherein the system is configured to provide the multiple visual indications

simultaneously for at least a pari of the time each of the multiple visual indications is

provided by doing the following: having the multiple visual indications differ from

one another; and for each of the multiple visual indications in connection with

displaying, on a respective one of the multiple portable devices, information about a

respective work order, displaying on the respective portable device what the

respective visual indication looks like

[0053] Example 3 includes the system of Example 2, wherein the management

system is communicatively coupled to the portable devices and is configured to

control the displaying of information about the work orders on the portable devices.

[0054] Example 4 includes the system of any of the Examples 1-3, wherein the

device is configured so that for each of the plurality of ports, when a cable is attached

to that port, information is read from any storage device attached to the cable and

communicated to the management system for storage thereby.

[0055] Example 5 includes the system of any of the Examples 1-4, wherein the

management system is configured to monitor the performance of the work orders.



[0056] Example 6 includes the system of any of the Examples 1-5, wherein the

device comprises at least one of a patch panel, an optical distribution frame, and a

splitter fr ay

[0057] Example 7 includes the system of any of the Examples 1-6, wherein each of

the visual indicators comprises a light emitting diode.

[0058] Example 8 includes the system of any of the Examples 1-7, wherein the

device is configured so that each of the plurality of visual indicators provides the

multiple visual indications by doing one or more of: displaying multiple colors;

blinking at differing rates; and blinking in multiple patterns.

[0059] Example 9 includes the system of any of the Examples 1-8, wherein the

device further comprises one or more of: a plurality of contact-based storage device

interfaces, each of which is configured for use in reading information from a

respective storage device attached to a cable when attached to one of the ports: a

plurality of RFID interfaces, each of which is configured for use in reading

information from a respective RFID tag attached to a cable when attached to one of

the ports; and a plurality of presence sensors, each of which is configured for use in

determining if a cable is attached to one of the ports.

[0060] Example 10 includes the system of any of the Examples -9, wherein the

device comprises a controller and a network interface to communicatively couple the

controller to the management system.

[0061] Example includes a method performed using a device comprising a

plurality of ports to which cables can be attached and a plurality of visual indicators,

each of which is configured to provide multiple visual indications, the method

comprising: providing a first visual indication at the device in connection with a first

work order, wherein the first work order involves a first connection using the device:

and providing a second visual indication at the device in connection with a second

work order, wherein the second work order involves a second connection using the

device; wherein the first visual indication and the second visual indication are

provided simultaneously for at least a part of the time the first visual indication is

provided and for at least a part of the time the second visual indication is provided.



[0062] Example 2 includes the method of Example 11, wherein the first visual

indication differs from the second visual indication, and wherein the method further

comprises: displaying what the first visual indication looks like on a first portable

device configured to display information about the first work order; and displaying

what the second visual indication looks like on a second portable device configured to

display information about the second work order.

[0063] Example 13 includes the method of any of the Examples 11-12, wherein a

management system is communicatively coupled to the first and second portable

devices and is configured to control the displaying of information about the first work

order on the first portable device and the displaying of information about the second

work order on the second portable device.

[0064] Example 4 includes the method of any of the Examples 11-13, further

comprising: for each of the plurality of ports, when a cable is attached to that port,

reading information from any storage device attached to the cable and communicating

the information to a management system for storage thereby.

[0065] Example 5 includes the method of any of the Examples -14, wherein a

management system is communicatively coupled to the device and is configured to

monitor the performance of he first and second work orders.

[0066] Example 16 includes the method of any of the Examples 11-15, wherein the

device is configured so that each of the plurality of visual indicators provides the

multiple visual indications by doing one or more of: displaying multiple colors;

blinking at differing rates; and blinking in multiple patterns.

[0067] Example 17 includes a device comprising: a plurality of ports to attach

communication cables to the device; and a plurality of visual indicators, each of the

plurality of visual indicators configured to provide multiple visual indications;

wherein the device is configured to provide a first visual indication at the device in

connection with a first work order, wherein the first work order involves a first

connection using the device; wherein the device is configured to provide a second

visual indication at the device in connection with a second work order, wherein the

second work order involves a second connection using the device; and wherein the

first visual indication and the second visual indication are pro vided simultaneously for



at leas t a part of the time the first visual indication is provided and for at least a part of

the time the second visual indication is provided.

[0068 Example 1 includes the device of Example 17, wherein the device is

configured so that for each of the plurality of ports, when a cable is attached to that

port, information is read from any storage device attached to the cable and

communicated to a management system for storage thereby.

[0069] Example 1 includes the device of any of the Examples 17-18, further

comprising: a controller communicatively coupled to the plurality of visual indicators;

and a network interface to communicatively couple the controller to a management

system.

[0070] Example 20 includes the device of any of the Examples 17-19, further

comprising one or more of: a plurality of contact-based storage device interfaces, each

of which is configitred for use in reading information from a respective storage device

attached to a cable when attached to one of the ports; a plurality of RFID interfaces,

each of which is configured for use in reading information from a respective RFID tag

attached to a cable when attached to one of the ports; and a plurality of presence

sensors, each of which is configitred for use in determining if a cable is attached to

one of the ports.

[0071] Example 2 includes the device of any of the Examples 17-20, wherein the

device comprises at least one of patch panel, a optical distribution frame, and splitter

tray.

[0072] Example 22 includes the device of any of the Examples 7- , wherein each

of the visual indicators comprises a light emitting diode.

[0073] Example 23 includes the device of any of the Examples 7-22, wherein the

device is configured so that each of the plurality of visual indicators provides the

multiple visual indications by doing one or more of: displaying multiple colors;

blinking at differing rates; and blinking in multiple patterns.

[0074] Example 24 includes a program product tangibly stored on a non-transitory

storage medium comprising instructions operable to cause at least one programmable



processor to: communicate with a device to cause the device to provide a first visual

indication at the device in connection with a first work order, wherein the device

i a plurality of ports to which cables can be attached and a plurality of v ual

indicators, each of which is configured to provide multiple visual indications, and

wherein the first work order involves a first connection using the device; and

communicate wiih the device to cause the device to provide second visual indication

at the device in connection with a second work order, wherein the second work order

involves a second connection using the device; wherein the first visual indication and

the second visual indication are provided simultaneously for at least a part of the time

the first visual indication is provided and for at least a part of the time the second

visual indication is provided.

[0075] Example 2.5 includes the progra product of Example 24, wherein the first

visual indication differs from the second visual indication, and wherein the program

product comprises instructions operable to cause the programmable processor to:

communicate with a first portable device to cause the first portable device to display

of what the first visual indication looks like on the first portable device configured to

display information about the first work order; and communicate with a second

portable device to cause the second portable device to display of what the second

visual indication looks like on the second portable device configured to display

information about the second work order.

[0076] Example 26 includes the program product of any of the Examples 24-25,

wherein the device is configured so that each of the plurality of visual indicators

provides the multiple visual indications by doing one or more of: displaying multiple

colors; blinking at differing rates; and blinking in multiple patterns.



CLAIMS

. A system comprising:

a device that comprises:

a plurality of ports to which cables can be attached; and

a plurality of visual indicators, each of which is configured to provide

multiple visual indications;

a management system communicatively coupled to the device, wherein the

management system is configured to control the visual indicators;

wherein the management system is configured to cause the device to provide

multiple visual indications at the device, each of the multiple visual indications being

provided in connection with a respective work order that involves a respective

connection using the device;

wherein the system is configured to provide the multiple visual indications

simultaneously for at least a part of the time each of the multiple visual indications is

provided

2. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

multiple portables devices, each of the multiple portable devices configured to

execute a respective work order application tha displays information about a

respective work orders; and

wherein the system is configured to provide the multiple vi al indications

simultaneously for at least part of the time each of the multiple visual indications is

provided by doing the following:

having the multiple visual indications differ from one another; and

for each of the multiple visual indications, in connection with

displaying, on a respective one of the multiple portable devices, information about a

respective work order, displaying o the respective portable device what the

respective visual indication looks like.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein the management system is communicatively

coupled to the portable devices and is configured to control the displaying of

information about the work orders on the portable devices.



4. The system of claim 1, wherein the device is configured so that for each of the

plurality of ports, when a cable is attached to that port, information is read from any

storage device attached to the cable and communicated to the management syste for

storage thereby.

5. The system of claim 1, wherem the management system is configured to

monitor the performance of the work orders.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the device comprises at least one of a patch

panel an optical distribution frame, and a splitter tray.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein each of the visual indicators comprises a light

emitting diode.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the device is configured so that each of the

plurality of visual indicators provides the multiple visua l indications by doing one or

more of:

displaying multiple colors;

blinking at differing rates; and

blinking in multiple patterns.

9. The system of claim 1, wherein the device further comprises one or more of:

a plurality of contact-based storage dev ice interfaces, each of which is

configured for use in reading information fro a respective storage device attached to

a cable when attached to one of the ports;

a plurality of RFID interfaces, each of which is configured for use in reading

information from a respective RFID tag attached to a cable when attached to one of

the ports; and

a plurality of presence sensors, each of which is configured for use in

determining if a cable is attached to one of the ports.

0. The system of claim 1, wherem the device comprises a controller and a

network interface to communicatively couple the controller to the management

system.



1. A method performed using a device comprising a plurality of ports to which

cables can be attached and a plurality of visual indicators, each of which is configured

to provide multiple visual indications, the method comprising:

providing a first visual indication at the device in connection with a first work

order, wherein the first work order involves a first connection using the device: and

providing a second visual indication a the device in connection with a second

work order, wherein the second work order involves a second connection using the

device;

wherein the first visual indication and the second visual indication are

provided simultaneously for at least a part of the time the first visual indication is

provided and for at least a part of the time the second visual indication is provided.

12. The method of claim , wherein the first visual indication differs from the

second visual indication and wherein the method further comprises:

displaying what the first visual indication looks like on a first portable device

configured to display information about the first work order; and

displaying what the second visual indication looks like on a second portable

device configured to display information about the second work order.

. The method of claim , wherein a management system is communicatively

coupled to the first and second portable devices and is configured to control the

displaying of information about the first work order on the first portable device and

the displaying of information about the second work order on the second portable

device.

14. The method of claim 1 , further comprising:

for each of the plurality of ports, when a cable is attached to that port, reading

information from any storage device attached to the cable and communicating the

information to a management system for storage thereby.

. The method of claim 1 , wherein a management system is communicatively

coupled to the device and is configured to monitor the performance of the first and

second work orders.



6. The method of claim 1 , wherein the device is configured so ha each of the

plurality of visual indicators provides the multiple visual indications by doing one or

more of:

displaying multiple colors;

blinking at differing rates; and

blinking in multiple patterns.

17. A device comprising:

a plurality of ports to attach communication cables to the device; and

a plurality of visual indicators, each of the plurality of visual indicators

configured to provide multiple visual indications;

wherein the device is configured to provide a first visual indication at the

device in connection with a first work order, wherein the first work order involves a

first connection using the device;

wherein the device is configured to provide a second visual indication at the

device in connection with a second work order, wherein the second work order

involves a second connection using the device; and

wherem the first visual indication and the second visual indication are

provided simultaneously for at least a part of the time the first visual indication is

provided and for at least a part of the time the second visual indication is provided.

18. The device of claim 17, wherein the device is configured so that for each of

the plurality of ports, when a cable is attached to that port, information is read from

any storage device attached to the cable and communicated to a management system

for storage thereby.

. The device of claim , further comprising:

a controller communicatively coupled to the plurality of visual indicators; and

a network interface to communicatively couple the controller to a management

system.

20. The device of claim 17, further comprising one or more of:



a plurality of contact-based storage device interfaces, each of which is

configured for use in reading information from respective storage device attached to

a cable when attached to one of the ports;

a plurality of RF D interfaces, each of which is configured for use in reading

information from a respective RFID tag attached to a cable when attached to one of

he pons; and

a plurality of presence sensors, each of which is configured for use in

determining if a cable is attached to one of the ports.

2 1. The device of claim 7, wherein the device comprises at least one of patch

panel, an optical distribution frame, and splitter tray.

22. The device of claim , wherein each of the visual indicators comprises a light

emitting diode.

23. The device of claim 17, wherein the device is configured so that each of the

plurality of visual indicators provides the multiple visual indications by doing one or

more of:

displaying multiple colors;

blinking at differing rates; and

blinking in multiple patterns.

24. A program product tangibly stored on a non-transitory storage medium

comprising instructions operable to cause at least one programmable processor to:

communicate with a device to cause the device to provide a first visual

indication at the device in connection with a first work order, wherein the device

comprises a plurality of ports to which cables can be attached and a plurality of visual

indicators, each of which is configured to provide multiple visual indications and

wherein the first work order involves a first connection using the device; and

communicate with the device to cause the device to provide a second visual

indication at the device in connection with second work order, wherein the second

work order involves a second connection using the device;



wherein the first visual indication and the second visual indication are

provided simultaneously for at least a part of the time the first visual indication is

provided and for at least a part of the time the second visual indication is provided.

25. The program product of claim 24, wherein the first visual indication differs

from the second visual indication, and wherein the program product comprises

instructions operable to cause the programmable processor to:

communicate with a first portable device to cause the first portable device to

display of what the first visual indication looks like on the first portable device

configured to display information about the firs work order; and

communicate with a second portable device to cause the second portable

device to display of what the second visual indication looks like on the second

portable device configured to display information about the second work order.

26. The program product of claim 24, wherein the device is configured so that

each of the plurality of visual indicators provides the multiple visual indications by

doing one or more of:

displaying multiple colors;

blinking at differing rates; and

blinking in muitiple patterns.
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